Fuzzy Yellow Ducklings

Im Getting One For Each Of My Children

Move over, Pat the Bunny! Patting the ducklings is only one of the highlights of Matthew Van Fleets engaging, interactive fold-out book for very young children. Every page contains an animal surprise, from the fuzzy yellow ducklings to bumpy brown frogs, fuzzy gray koalas, and more. Children will enjoy touching the different textures and identifying shapes of the seven creatures that populate the book, but its only when the fold-up page is fully extended that all is revealed--its not a pink line at all, but a frog tongue! At the close of the book, the animals come together in a wild revelry of shape and color. Every small child needs a beginning book like this, one where they can guess and guess again, delighting in the all the tactile wonders as well as increasing their skills in shape and color recognition. And, if this one is already on the shelf, Van Fleets One Yellow Lion and Spotted Yellow Frogs are fun, too. (Baby to preschool)

My Personal Review:
This book is lovely! So fun for both adults and kids! It is definately worth the price, will be a treasured part of your family library, read and re-read zillions of times.

All of Matthew Van Fleets books are great. (Tails is my favorite.) His books are warm, creative, engaging, and beautifully illustrated--100% guaranteed to help your kids fall in love with reading.

I bought my own copy years ago, just bought another for a friends baby shower. I looked over it and think it is great quality--Im not sure what the one negative comment below is about. (Perhaps that reviewer did not supervise her child appropriately in the bookstore, or her child is used to reading board books only? I think just about anyone with a toddler would be very hesitant to allow him or her to play with unpurchased books--with sticky fingers and developing motor skills that sounds like an accident waiting to happen, especially with an interactive book like this one.) This book is sturdier than most normal childrens books. With appropriate adult supervision it should last a long time!
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